
 

 

Thank you to all who auditioned. On behalf of Patrick, Lisa, Nick, Amelia and Pam, we are very 
excited to get to work with you on a show that promises to be a lot of fun. 
There is a “blurb” at the end of this email that summarizes the show. That, and your character 
name, is all you’ll really know until we meet on Saturday and read through the script. So, the 
anticipation continues a bit. We are thrilled with the cast and can’t wait to  get started! 
See you on Saturday! 
Cindy 
 
MIRROR IMAGE—A Real Enchanted Musical 
 
FAIRY TALE CAST 
WOODSMAN  Jake K 
HEADMISTRESS GABLE Camille C 
MAGDA   Talia K 
PETRA   Nola B 
CINDERELLA  Ashley W 
ROSAMOND   Ava P 
LITTLE RED   Ally F 
RAPUNZEL   Ruby G 
SNOW WHITE  Lillian B 
GOLDILOCKS  Hayden C 
MIRROR (and Fairy)  Madison R 
PRINCE CHARMING Ryder P 
RUMPELSTILTSKIN  Ben W 
FAIRY GODMOTHER Madeleine P 
WICKED WITCH  Harrison M 
EVIL QUEEN   Heera B 
CAPTAIN HOOK  Jonah F 
OLD KING COLE  Connor P 
JACK    William B 
JILL    Delilah L 
HANSEL   Jack F 
GRETEL   Zoey M 
LITTLE BO PEEP  Veronica W 
MARY    Eliane W 
ALICE    Tessa W 
 
REALITY CAST 
DANICA, realist, nice    Julia C 
PRINCIPAL LEWIS    Ariana J 
SADIE, mean girl    Ellie I   



 

 

BULL, mean guy    Elias D 
SADIE’S GANG: MERCY  Zinnia R 

CLEMENCY  Sarah F 
JOSIE   Lily W 

BULL’S GUYS:  IRVING  Jake L 
HAP   Sam L 
SLIM   Henry P 

GLORIA, Shy girl    Annabelle S 
JENNA, Gloria’s friend   Tamar D 
TERRY, always listening to music  Alex P 
TAG, student graffiti artist   Tatum B 
SPATTER, student fine artist  Adelaide B-A 
RANDY, student art critic   Amelia W 
SUE, very smart    Arielle L 
OPAL, very smart     Paige B 
LULU, very smart    Zelda B 
AMANDA, school reporter   Riya A 
BETHANY, photographer   Alana B 
SCARLETT, member of drama club Gabriella J 
ISABELLE, member of drama club Paige Y 
GRACE, doesn’t always follow rules Macie Z-M 
MOLLY, doesn’t always follow rules Vienne M 
 
Fantasy comes face to face with the hard reality of high school in this pop musical adventure 
where the best — and worst! — of both worlds meet.  In the fairy tale world, princes are 
charming and stepsisters are wicked.  But the Woodsman dreams of being more than an 
incidental character without a name.  He wants to be the hero.  When Cinderella’s stepsisters 
find a portal to another world, they get zapped into a very real high school.  The Woodsman 
jumps at the chance to rescue them, but the stepsisters have no intention of returning to the 
fantasy realm.  After all, in the “real” world, mean girls are popular!  The Woodsman finds 
himself in over his head and recruits the help of Danica, a hard-core realist who never believed 
in fairy tales.  She’s running for class president, but her speeches are filled with gloom and 
doom.  Meanwhile, the sky is falling in the fantasy world!  Without the Woodsman, Little Red is 
attacked by the wolf and Sleeping Beauty keeps pricking her finger on the ax while chopping 
her own firewood!  Without the stepsisters, Cinderella’s story is altered and her night at the ball 
is a disaster.  As reality seeps into the fairy tales, the characters start to break free of their 
patterns and the classic princesses cross the portal and discover they can be their own 
heroes!  You’ll love this complex, rich tapestry of enchanted fun woven with a poignant, 
meaningful thread about what it means to be alive and in control of your own destiny.  


